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ASSESSING THE IMPACT OF THE RUSSIAN WAR IN UKRAINE ON COVID-19 TRANSMISSION IN SPAIN: A MACHINE LEARNING-BASED STUDY

COVID-19 pandemic has significantly impacted the world, with millions of infections and deaths, healthcare systems overwhelmed, economies disrupted, and daily life changed. Simulation has been recognized as a valuable tool in combating the pandemic, helping to model the spread of the virus, evaluate the impact of interventions, and inform decision-making processes. The accuracy and effectiveness of simulations depend on the quality of the underlying data, assumptions, and modeling techniques. Ongoing efforts to improve and refine simulation approaches can enhance their value in addressing future public health emergencies. The Russian full-scale military invasion of Ukraine on February 24, 2022, has created a significant humanitarian and public health crisis, with disrupted healthcare services, shortages of medical supplies, and increased demand for emergency care. The ongoing conflict has displaced millions of people, with Spain ranking 5th in the world for the number of registered refugees from Ukraine. The research aims to estimate the impact of the Russian war in Ukraine on COVID-19 transmission in Spain using means of machine learning. The research is targeted at COVID-19 epidemic process during the war. The research subjects are methods and models of epidemic process simulation based on machine learning. To achieve the study's aim, we used forecasting methods and built a model of COVID-19 epidemic process based on the XGBoost method. As a result of the experiments, the accuracy of forecasting new cases of COVID-19 in Spain for 30 days was 99.79 %, and the death cases of COVID-19 in Spain – were 99.86 %. The model was applied to data on the incidence of COVID-19 in Spain for the first 30 days of the war escalation (24.02.2022 – 25.03.2022). The calculated forecasted values showed that the forced migration of the Ukrainian population to Spain, caused by the full-scale invasion of Russia, is not a decisive factor affecting the dynamics of the epidemic process of COVID-19 in Spain. Conclusions. The paper describes the results of an experimental study assessing the impact of the Russian full-scale war in Ukraine on COVID-19 dynamics in Spain. The developed model showed good performance to use it in public health practice. The analysis of the obtained results of the experimental study showed that the forced migration of the Ukrainian population to Spain, caused by the full-scale invasion of Russia, is not a decisive factor affecting the dynamics of the epidemic process of COVID-19 in Spain.
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Introduction

COVID-19 pandemic, caused by the novel coronavirus SARS-CoV-2, has profoundly impacted the world since its emergence in late 2019. The virus quickly spread globally, resulting in millions of infections and deaths, overwhelming healthcare systems, and disrupting economies and daily life [1]. The pandemic has highlighted inequalities and vulnerabilities in societies, with marginalized populations bearing a disproportionate disease burden. Scientists and public health experts have worked tirelessly to develop vaccines, treatments, and strategies to mitigate the spread of the virus [2]. However, challenges such as vaccine hesitancy, new variants, and ongoing political and social tensions complicate the response [3]. The pandemic has underscored the critical importance of global cooperation and preparedness in addressing public health emergencies.

Multiple approaches have been used to combat COVID-19 pandemic, including non-pharmaceutical interventions such as mask-wearing, social distancing, quarantine measures, vaccination campaigns, contact tracing, and testing [4]. Various pharmaceutical interventions have been developed, including antiviral drugs and monoclonal antibodies, to treat COVID-19 patients [5]. The development and distribution of vaccines have been critical tools in controlling the spread of the virus, with numerous vaccines now available globally [6]. Public health communication and education campaigns have also been crucial in disseminating information about the virus, promoting adherence to prevention measures, and addressing vaccine hesitancy [7]. International collaboration and cooperation have been essential in addressing the global nature of the pandemic, and ongoing efforts must combat the virus’s evolving variants and ensure equitable access to interventions.
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The pandemic has stimulated the development of data-driven medicine field. Researchers worldwide have developed methods for medical data analysis [8], analysis of COVID-19 in other fields of human beings [9], social factors impact estimation [10], medical image processing [11], automated diagnosis [12], investigation of virus behavior [13], infodemics [14], and infectious dynamics simulation [15], etc.

Simulation has been recognized as a valuable tool in combating COVID-19 pandemic. Simulation-based approaches have been used to model the spread of the virus, evaluate the impact of interventions, and inform decision-making processes [16]. These simulations have been used to forecast the number of infections and deaths, estimate the resource needs of healthcare systems, and predict the effects of policy interventions. Simulation-based training has also prepared healthcare workers and emergency responders for the challenges of caring for COVID-19 patients. By allowing stakeholders to test different scenarios and interventions, simulation has provided critical insights into the pandemic and has helped guiding response efforts. However, the accuracy and effectiveness of simulations depend on the quality of the underlying data, assumptions, and modeling techniques and the limitations of simulations must be recognized [17]. Simulation has been an essential tool in combating COVID-19 pandemic, and ongoing efforts to improve and refine simulation approaches can enhance their value in addressing future public health emergencies.

On February 24, 2022, Russia launched a full-scale invasion of Ukraine, leading to significant violence and casualties. Russian war has destroyed cities, displaced millions, and created a severe humanitarian crisis in Ukraine. The impact of the military invasion has also extended to the public health sector, with challenges including disrupted healthcare services, shortages of medical supplies, and increased demand for emergency care [18]. The escalation of war has had a profound impact on the lives of civilians in the region, and ongoing efforts are needed to address the war's humanitarian and public health consequences.

More than 8 million refugees from Ukraine are recorded across Europe, and more than 5 million people are estimated to be displaced in Ukraine, according to the United Nations [19]. Spain ranks 5th in the world regarding the number of registered refugees from Ukraine. The number of refugees in Spain at the beginning of 2023 is 170 thousand [20].

Thus, the paper estimates the impact of the Russian war in Ukraine on COVID-19 transmission in Spain using means of machine learning. This research is targeted at COVID-19 epidemic process during the war. The research subjects are methods and models of epidemic process simulation based on machine learning.

To achieve the aim of the research following tasks have been formulated:
1. Methods and models of COVID-19 epidemic process analysis in Spain should be analyzed.
2. Data on COVID-19 pandemic in Spain should be analyzed.
3. Impact of the Russian war on public health should be analyzed.
4. A simulation model of COVID-19 epidemic process based on the XGBoost method should be developed.
5. Tuning and verification of the proposed model should be done.
6. Estimating COVID-19 epidemic process dynamics in Spain during the first 30 days of the full-scale Russian war in Ukraine should be done.
7. Results of the experimental study should be analyzed.

The respective contribution of the research is threefold. First, developing models based on the XGBoost method will allow estimating the accuracy of ensemble machine learning methods applied to the simulation of COVID-19 epidemic process. Second, using the actual data on COVID-19 epidemic process dynamics in Spain will allow us to investigate the pandemic character. Third, the proposed methodology will allow us to assess the impact of migration flows caused by the Russian war in Ukraine on COVID-19 dynamics in Spain.

In this paper, section 1, namely, the current research analysis provides the current state of COVID-19 epidemic process simulation methods and models applied to the pandemic in Spain. Section 2, namely Data, describes the background of COVID-19 epidemic process in Spain, relation of the Russian war and public health, and analyses the data sources of COVID-19 morbidity applicable for given research. Section 3, namely Materials and Methods, provides a methodology of research, an overview of the XGBoost method, and metrics of the model’s performance evaluation. Section 4 provides the results of forecasting COVID-19 confirmed and deaths in Spain by the developed model. The discussion section discusses the obtained results from the epidemiology view. Conclusions describe the outcomes of the investigation.

1. Current Research Analysis

Mathematical and computational models have been used extensively to investigate the epidemic processes of infectious diseases. These models provide a quantitative understanding of how diseases spread, how interventions can control transmission, and how public health policies can be optimized. Models are built on assumptions and simplifications, ranging from simple compartmental models to complex, agent-based simulations. Model outputs can make predictions, test hypotheses, and inform decision-making processes. In the case of COVID-19
pandemic, models have played a crucial role in forecasting the number of cases and deaths, assessing the impact of non-pharmaceutical interventions, evaluating vaccine distribution strategies, and identifying populations at high risk [21]. While modeling has limitations, it remains an essential tool for understanding the dynamics of infectious diseases and designing effective control strategies.

Since the beginning of the pandemic, many researchers have used the simulation tool to study the epidemic process of COVID-19 in Spain.

Paper [22] uses a SIRD model to analyze the evolution of COVID-19 in Spain and make reliable short-term predictions. The model confirms quarantine’s effectiveness and shows the infection’s evolution in various stages. The analysis provides valuable information to influence the epidemic’s evolution and perform actions to reduce its harmful effects. Article [23] also uses the compartment approach and proposes a new SEIRS dynamical model with a vaccine rate to investigate the impact of vaccines on COVID-19 pandemic. The model is formulated with integer order and generalized with Atangana-Baleanu fractional derivative. The existence and stability of the solution were analyzed using the Predictor-Corrector algorithm. The simulations are based on actual data from Spain and demonstrate the effectiveness of vaccines in controlling the spread of COVID-19.

The paper [24] discusses the emergence of COVID-19 coronavirus variants and the need to estimate the case fatality ratio during such epidemics. The authors use non-parametric approaches to estimate odds ratios and confidence intervals for COVID-19 data and apply a non-parametric cure model to estimate cure rates. Simulations based on R-software predict the effects of patients based on covariates in different scenarios and identify risk factors associated with COVID-19 mortality, including older age, male sex, comorbidities, and access to timely healthcare. The authors emphasize the importance of accurate estimates and consistent messaging to avoid inducing panic in significant outbreaks of COVID-19.

The paper [25] applies resampling techniques to a modified compartmental SEIR model to account for undetected infected individuals during an epidemic. The authors conducted numerical simulations on the first wave of COVID-19 in Spain, showing that point estimates obtained through bootstrap samples improve upon the original data. The relative error of the detected currently infected people is reduced from 0.061 to 0.0538 for the mean overall bootstrap estimated series. Using resampling techniques provides a more accurate estimation of epidemic parameters and can be helpful in decision-making processes during pandemics. The authors of the paper [26] present a new dynamic probabilistic model based on simulation models to estimate the prevalence of SARS-CoV-2 infections in different compartments. The proposed model is optimized using gradient-free stochastic black-box optimization techniques simulating multiple trajectories of the infection dynamics and is applied to the first and successive waves of the pandemic in Spain. The model confirms the accuracy of estimating the seroprevalence and allows for dynamically examining the population’s exposure to the virus.

Research [27] proposes a deep learning approach to model network contagion dynamics by learning effective local mechanisms from time series data. The graph neural network architecture used in this approach makes minimal assumptions about the dynamics and can simulate arbitrary network structures. The accuracy of the proposed approach is demonstrated using different contagion dynamics, and the applicability is illustrated using actual data from COVID-19 outbreak in Spain. The paper suggests that deep learning offers a new and complementary perspective to model contagion dynamics on networks. The paper [28] presents an agent-based COVID-19 model to test various sampling strategies in a scenario including the 62 largest cities in Spain. The evaluation analyzes the impact of different parameters, such as testing frequency, quarantine time, percentage of quarantine breakers, or group testing, on sampling efficacy. The most effective strategies are pooling, rapid antigen test campaigns, and requiring negative testing for access to public areas.

The authors of [29] propose a mathematical approach to analyze the geographical distribution of COVID-19 cases during the first wave of the pandemic in Galicia, Spain. The approach assigns a risk factor for each municipality based on geographic and demographic information to assess the risk of future outbreaks. The results are compared with empirical data and demonstrate the method’s validity. The paper [30] describes an SEIR-type model that analyzes the interaction between different vaccination scenarios and levels of protection measures on disease incidence. The model incorporates a range of factors such as protection levels, quarantine measures, and vaccination efficacy of four types of vaccines. The model was verified and evaluated using a response timeline and vaccination strategies in the Basque Country, Spain. The simulations showed significant differences in disease prevalence and cumulative mortality between vaccination scenarios for low and medium-level protection measures. However, any vaccine scenario limits virus transmission and disease mortality for high-level protection measures.

The paper [31] analyzes the spread of the Omicron variant in Spain using an agent-based simulator EpiGraph. The simulation includes a population of the 63 most populated cities of Spain. The study analyzes the propagation of Omicron under different scenarios and transportation intensities, concluding that the Omicron
variant spreads quickly throughout the country, regardless of the initial location and transportation conditions. The study [32] explores the fractional dynamics of COVID-19 outbreaks in Spain between February and October 2020 using the Atangana-Baleanu non-integer order derivative. The authors analyzed optimal control problems in a fractional sense and provided graphical simulations using the Predictor-Corrector method. They also analyzed the existence of a unique solution and the stability of the proposed scheme.

The paper [33] presents a discrete event simulation model for short-term planning of hospital resource needs, specifically ICU beds, during outbreaks such as COVID-19 pandemic. The simulation model consists of stochastic modeling of patient admission and patient flow processes, with a Gompertz growth model used to represent the patient arrival process. The model was tested in two Autonomous Regions of Spain during the two COVID-19 waves experienced in 2020, with daily predictions informing regional logistic healthcare planning teams. The Gompertz model better fits pandemic-related data and has superior prediction capacity compared to other sigmoid models based on Richards, Logistic, and Stannard functions. The study [34] presents a Bayesian inference framework to quantify uncertainties in epidemiological models, specifically SEIJR and SIJR models involving populations of susceptible, exposed, infective, diagnosed, dead, and recovered individuals, in response to lockdown measures. The study tracks the time evolution of Covid-19 in Spain using official data. It shows that transmission and recovery rates vary in response to facts, and the diagnosis rate is relatively low, leading to large amounts of undiagnosed infective individuals. The paper concludes that confinement can delay but not stop the spread of the virus unless a large enough fraction of the population is confined until the asymptomatic population is depleted and can be replaced by solid distancing through masks.

Research [35] identifies critical communities more likely to suffer COVID-19 outbreaks in Spain and estimate the impact of different mobility restrictions using an SEIR compartmental model. They derive a mathematical descriptor based on the linear stability theory that quantifies the potential impact of becoming a hotspot. They find that the confinement of economically non-active individuals may significantly reduce risk, whose effects are equivalent to the confinement of the total population. The study was conducted across the totality of municipalities in Spain during the second wave from August 1st to November 30th, 2020. The paper [36] presents a new model for predicting the spread of COVID-19 at the municipal level, incorporating the inherent stochasticity of the virus and using a chemical reaction-based approach. The model considers variable infection rates based on mitigation policies, multiple infections from a single infected person, and viral load data from wastewater treatment plants. The model was successfully employed for predicting the pandemic’s evolution in small and medium-sized municipalities in Galicia, Spain.

Table 1 presents the analysis of the models of COVID-19 propagation in Spain.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paper</th>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Martinez V. [22]</td>
<td>To forecast the evolution of COVID-19 during first months of pandemic in Spain.</td>
<td>Compartimental approach</td>
<td>The proposed model allows adjusting the parameters in real time when the disease is latent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kumar P., et. al. [23]</td>
<td>To justify the role of vaccines in combating the pandemic.</td>
<td>Compartimental approach</td>
<td>The authors exemplified that the given model works well to show the role of vaccine on the dynamics of COVID-19 in the population. We observed that in both cases (disease-free equilibrium and endemic equilibrium) vaccine is effective and when the vaccine rate increases then the population goes into a comfortable environment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ghosh S., et. al. [24]</td>
<td>To estimate relation between mortality due to COVID-19 and age specific gender using non-parametric approach.</td>
<td>Machine learning (logistic regression)</td>
<td>The impact of sex on mortality from disease epidemics is important, but studies using individual-level data are needed to confirm an interaction between age and sex in COVID-19 mortality in order to guide clinical care personal and to address questions of whether men require additional surveillance, prevention, and earlier intervention than women.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper</td>
<td>Task</td>
<td>Method</td>
<td>Findings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morillas F., et. al. [25]</td>
<td>To apply resampling to a compartmental model of differential equations to improve the estimates of the variables in the presence of uncertainty.</td>
<td>Compart-mental approach</td>
<td>The proposed procedure allows managing the uncertainty of the data in a more appropriate way than using the punctual estimation by considering only observed data. The approximations performed using the wavelet graduation and the bootstrap technique are more consistent or robust</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matabuena M., et. al. [26]</td>
<td>To retrospectively reconstruct the dynamics of infections while estimating seroprevalence in the different compartments of the model to better characterize the concrete mechanisms of virus transmission in the territories analyzed.</td>
<td>Compart-mental approach</td>
<td>Research illustrates the potential of combining simulation models with a Black-Box optimization techniques to obtain new epidemic models. More reliable inferences by fitting the model at simultaneous locations, for example, through multilevel simulation models can be obtained.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murphy C., et. al. [27]</td>
<td>To provide predictions for previously unseen network structures, therefore allowing the exploration of the properties of the learned dynamics beyond the training data.</td>
<td>Deep learning (graph neural network)</td>
<td>Many standard graph neural network architectures do not correctly handle the problem of learning contagion dynamics from time series. However, the proposed approach performs better when trained on data whose underlying network structure is heterogeneous, which could prove useful in real-world applications of the proposed method given the ubiquitousness of scale-free networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guzman-Merino M., et. al. [28]</td>
<td>To understand the effects of different possible sampling strategies that contribute to design policies that can slow down the propagation and reduce the number of affected individuals.</td>
<td>Agent-based approach</td>
<td>Design and implementation of a more refined social interaction model, which reflects profession-dependent connections to increase the realism of population mixing. The authors also used contact matrices extracted from public surveys to reflect age-dependent interactions of each individual.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carballosa A., et. al. [29]</td>
<td>To show the difference that geographical placement and demographic circumstances has on the impact of the virus spread.</td>
<td>Compart-mental approach</td>
<td>The developed tools can be potentiality used as a workbench to test different policies and their implications in the risk factors at a node level to prepare for future COVID-19 waves and new pandemics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ganga A., Bidegain G. [30]</td>
<td>To analyze the impact of the interaction between different vaccination scenarios, regarding vaccination rate and efficacy, and different levels of nonpharmaceutical protection measures (from the use of mask to lockdown) on disease incidence and mortality.</td>
<td>Compart-mental approach</td>
<td>The results suggest that in an initial vaccination phase (30%–50% of the population is vaccinated), COVID19 incidence, as measured in daily cases and cumulative mortality, importantly decreases when vaccination and a high level of nonpharmaceutical interventions are in place. That is, in the first vaccination phase, with vaccination, strong mobility restrictions and closure of indoor facilities such as public spaces, restaurants, and bars are critical to significantly control disease outbreaks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merino M.G., et. al. [31]</td>
<td>To evaluate the effectiveness of different policies that restrict the movement of people between different cities in Spain for the time interval comprised between May 2021 and March 2022.</td>
<td>Agent-based approach</td>
<td>Independently of the initial location of the Omicron variant, and the existing transportation conditions, the high transmissibility of Omicron variant -about 2 times larger than Delta, and roughly the 3.6 times more transmissible than the initial COVID-19 strain, allows it to quickly spread through the country and become the dominant strain in all territories.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Although most models of COVID-19 dynamics in Spain are based on a compartmental approach, the methodology proposed in this study is based on machine learning methods. Machine learning models have advantages over compartmental models in infectious disease – spreading simulations.

Machine learning models are more flexible and can handle more complex data structures, such as unstructured and heterogeneous data, which makes them suitable for analyzing data from multiple sources [37]. Machine learning models can learn patterns from data and make predictions based on these patterns. They can identify hidden patterns that may not be visible in compartmental models. Machine learning models can handle large amounts of data and can be easily scaled up to handle bigger or more complex models. Machine learning models are less sensitive to outliers and can handle missing data more effectively than compartmental models. Machine learning models can improve the accuracy of predictions by learning from past data and using multiple data sources. This makes them better suited for predicting infectious disease outbreaks and determining the best course of action.

### 2. Data

#### 2.1. Background on COVID-19 Pandemic in Spain

Spain has had over 13 million confirmed cases and almost 120 thousand deaths from COVID-19 as of the beginning of 2023 [38]. The virus was first confirmed in Spain in January 2020, and community transmission began by mid-February [39]. A lockdown was imposed in mid-March, and by late March, Madrid had the most cases and deaths in the country [40]. Medical professionals and retirement home residents were at a higher risk of infection. Spain had the most COVID-19 deaths in a single day by any country in early April. The daily death toll fell below 100 for the first time in May 2020, and Spain lifted the state of alarm in June. However, some restrictions were later reimposed due to increased cases [41].
The number of infections and deaths may have been underestimated due to a lack of testing and reporting. A government seroprevalence study in July 2020 showed that 5.2% of the population, or about two million people, could have been infected during the pandemic [42]. Spain was the second country in Europe to record half a million cases and had over one million COVID-19 cases by October 2020.

COVID-19 outbreak in Spain resulted in several cities and regions being put on lockdown in March 2020, with the Catalan government quarantining four municipalities after cases were reported at a hospital [43]. On 14 March, a state of alarm was declared across the country, which led to the central government taking control and implementing measures such as banning nonessential activities and large gatherings. However, citizens could still travel to work and buy essential items. Autonomous communities also announced their emergency measures, such as population confinement and closure of ports and airports. On 25 March, the parliament approved the government’s request to extend the state of alarm until 11 April. Some nonessential workers were allowed to return to work on 13 April, and the government attempted to reduce the spread of the virus through contact tracing and to distribute masks [44].

In March 2020, the Government of Spain implemented several travel restrictions in response to COVID-19 pandemic [45]. On 16 March, the Spanish borders were closed, allowing only Spanish citizens and those needing to enter the country. Flights from Italy to Spain were canceled until 25 March, and all traffic between Morocco and Spain was suspended. The Balearic Islands closed all airports and ports, except for a few exceptions, and the Canary Islands restricted flights between the peninsula and its islands. Additionally, movement between provinces was forbidden until at least the end of June.

Spain has a high percentage of its population vaccinated against COVID-19, 87% fully vaccinated, and 88% with the first dose. Spain is also a country most in favor of COVID-19 vaccines [46].

2.2. Relations between the Russian War and the Public Health

On February 24, 2022, Russia launched a full-scale military invasion of Ukraine for no reason. Russia uses a military strategy that targets civilians and civilian infrastructure, as exemplified by Russian attacks in Ukraine and documented by the media and the United Nations [47]. Almost one year after the start of the war escalation, the Office of the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights recorded 7155 civilian fatalities and 11 662 injuries in Ukraine. However, the actual figures are likely to be higher [48].

The quality of healthcare and service delivery in some areas of Ukraine has declined due to the war, with facilities lacking running water and electricity. Hospitals in eastern Ukraine cannot provide essential care, causing patients to travel further for treatment or not seek care at all [49]. Childhood vaccination coverage has declined, posing a risk for the spread of diseases such as polio and measles. The conflict has also made it harder to manage chronic diseases, with many displaced people stopping their medications. Psychological trauma has been reported among civilians and soldiers, affecting mental health. It is unclear how access to HIV services and other essential medicines is affected in regions under temporary Russian occupation.

Over 760 attacks in Ukraine have been verified by World Health Organization Surveillance System for Attacks on Health Care as of the beginning of 2023, with almost 700 attacks impacting health facilities [50]. The situation is complicated in areas close to the front line or those that the Government of Ukraine has recently re-taken. In these areas, most health facilities are not operating. The health system struggles to meet the complex needs of those who remain, such as the elderly, people with low mobility, and those with physical disabilities [51].

As of January 2023, the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees has recorded 8.0 million refugees from Ukraine in Europe [48]. 4.8 million were registered for temporary protection or similar national protection schemes in Europe. For cross-border movements, 18.2 million crossings out of Ukraine and 10.0 million crossings into Ukraine were recorded. These latter figures do not reflect individuals. The International Organization for Migration estimates that 5.4 million people are internally displaced across Ukraine as of January 2023 [52].

Forced refugees from the Russian war in Ukraine face challenges that impact public health. Displacement and overcrowding in refugee shelters and evacuation transport can increase the risk of infectious disease outbreaks. The lack of access to clean water, sanitation, and hygiene facilities can also contribute to the spreading of diseases such as dysentery. Furthermore, refugees may have limited access to healthcare and medications, increasing the risk of untreated chronic and infectious diseases. Mental health issues are also a concern, as refugees may experience trauma and stress related to conflict and displacement. Additionally, refugees face language and cultural barriers that can make accessing healthcare and other essential services difficult.

Although Spain does not border Ukraine, the country ranks 5th in the world regarding the number of registered refugees from Ukraine. The number of refugees in Spain at the beginning of 2023 was 170 thousand [20].
2.3. Data Sources Analysis

Throughout COVID-19 pandemic, many researchers worldwide have used the Johns Hopkins University & Medicine Coronavirus Resource Center [53] as their primary data source to model the dynamics of COVID-19. The Johns Hopkins University & Medicine Coronavirus Resource Center dashboard is an up-to-date source of information on COVID-19 pandemic, offering real-time data on confirmed cases, deaths, recoveries, and country-specific information. The dashboard is frequently updated, and the resource center provides expert insights, infographics, and articles on various aspects of the pandemic.

However, data on the incidence of COVID-19 in Ukraine after February 24, 2022, are not available on the portal. Therefore, in this study, we used data obtained from the WHO Coronavirus (COVID-19) Dashboard of World Health Organization data [54].

The WHO Coronavirus (COVID-19) Dashboard is an online platform. The World Health Organization (WHO) provides to monitor the global spread of COVID-19. The dashboard provides real-time updates on the number of confirmed cases, deaths, and recoveries reported by countries worldwide. The data are presented in easy-to-read graphs and maps that allow users to track the progression of the pandemic in different regions of the world. The dashboard also provides information on the testing capacity and measures taken by countries to contain the spread of the virus. It is regularly updated with the latest information from the WHO and other reliable sources.

We used cumulative and daily data on reported cases and deaths from COVID-19.

3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Methodology

The methodology proposed in this study makes it possible to assess changes in the dynamics of COVID-19 epidemic process caused by the forced migration of the population of Ukraine due to Russia’s military invasion of Ukraine. The assessment uses a predictive model of morbidity and mortality from COVID-19 in the selected territory, which is applied to different periods: 30 days before the start of the escalation of the Russian war in Ukraine and 30 days after.

As a forecasting method, the machine learning approach was chosen as the most accurate one. Machine learning methods are increasingly being used to forecast the dynamics of infectious diseases. These methods involve algorithms that can automatically learn patterns from data and make predictions based on these patterns.

In infectious disease forecasting, machine learning methods typically use data on past disease outbreaks to train models that can predict future outbreaks. These models can consider a range of factors, such as demographics, climate, and human behavior, that may influence the spread of the disease. By analyzing large amounts of data, machine learning models can identify complex patterns that may not be clear to humans and provide accurate forecasts that can inform public health decision-making.

For this, the ensemble method of machine learning XGBoost was applied. Ensemble machine learning methods can improve the accuracy and robustness of infectious disease forecasting by combining multiple models and their predictions. By leveraging the strengths of various models and integrating their outputs, ensemble methods can reduce individual model biases and errors and provide more accurate predictions [55]. Ensemble methods can provide better uncertainty estimates and identify areas of agreement and disagreement among models, allowing for more informed decision-making by public health officials.

The proposed methodology consists of the following steps:

2. Tuning and verifying the model on the test sample from January 25, 2022, to February 23, 2022, of morbidity and mortality from COVID-19 in Spain.
5. To analyze the differences in the model’s performance for the periods January 25, 2022 - February 23, 2022, and February 24, 2022 - March 25, 2022, and evaluate the factors influencing changes in the dynamics of the epidemic process from the viewpoint of view of epidemiology.

3.2. XGBoost Model

Boosting is a machine learning technique that combines weak classifiers to form a more accurate predictor [56]. The basic idea is to train a sequence of weak learners, which are simple models that perform slightly better than random guessing, and then combine their predictions to create a more robust model. Each weak learner is trained on a modified version of the training data that emphasizes the examples that the previous models have classified incorrectly. This approach allows the ensemble
to focus on the most challenging examples to classify and gradually improve the model’s overall accuracy.

When applied to forecasting the dynamics of infectious diseases, boosting can improve the accuracy of predictions by reducing errors and capturing complex nonlinear relationships between variables. Boosting algorithms are known for handling noisy and high-dimensional data, making them suitable for analyzing complex epidemiological datasets. Boosting models can adjust and update their predictions in real time, allowing for more timely and accurate forecasting of disease dynamics.

Extreme Gradient Boosting or XGBoost is a popular machine learning algorithm for forecasting time series, including the dynamics of infectious diseases. It is an ensemble method that combines the predictions of many individual models to improve overall accuracy. XGBoost is a tree-based algorithm that builds decision trees iteratively, refining each tree’s predictions based on previous tree errors [57].

The first step in XGBoost is to build a decision tree that predicts the outcome variable based on input variables. The algorithm then calculates the errors of the tree and assigns weights to the data points based on the basis of their errors. It then builds another tree that predicts the previous tree’s errors and updates the data points’ weights. This process is repeated until the desired number of trees is built, or the error rate reaches a minimum.

The second step in XGBoost is to combine the predictions of the individual trees. This is done by assigning weights to each tree based on its accuracy and using them to calculate a weighted average of the predictions. The result is a highly accurate model that can be used to forecast the dynamics of infectious diseases. XGBoost also includes a regularization term that penalizes complex models, preventing overfitting and improving generalization performance.

The function for XGBoost optimization is

\[
L^{(t)} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left[ l(y_i, y_i^{(t-1)}_t) + f_t(x_i) \right] + \Omega(f_t),
\]

where \( l \) is loss function;
\( y_i \) is value of the i-th element of the training sample;
\( x_i \) is set of features of the i-th element of the training sample;
\( f_t \) is function we want to train on step t;
\( f_t(x_i) \) is forecasting on the i-th element of the training sample;
\( \Omega(f_t) \) is regularization of function \( f \).

\[
\Omega(f) = \gamma T + \frac{1}{2} \lambda \| w \|^2,
\]

where \( T \) is number of nodes in the tree;
\( w \) is values in leaves;
\( \gamma \) and \( \lambda \) are regularization parameters.

The optimized function \( L^{(t)} \) is approximated using the Taylor expansion to the second term by the following expression:

\[
L^{(t)} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left[ l(y_i, y_i^{(t-1)}_t) + g_t f_t(x_i) + 0.5 h_t f_t^2(x_i) \right] + \Omega(f_t),
\]

where

\[
g_t = \frac{\partial l(y_i, y_i^{(t-1)}_t)}{\partial y_i},
\]

\[
h_t = \frac{\partial^2 l(y_i, y_i^{(t-1)}_t)}{\partial y_i^2}.
\]

The minimum of this expression with respect to \( f_t(x_i) \) is located at the point

\[
f_t(x_i) = -\frac{g_t}{h_t}.
\]

Each individual tree of the ensemble \( f_t(x_i) \) is trained by a standard algorithm.

XGBoost has several advantages that make it an effective method for the task of infectious disease simulation:

1. It can handle large datasets with high dimensionality and many features. This is important for infectious disease simulation as many variables may need to be considered when predicting disease spread.
2. XGBoost has high accuracy and can make exact predictions, which is essential for forecasting the dynamics of infectious diseases.
3. It can handle missing data, a common issue in infectious disease data.

However, XGBoost also has some disadvantages:

1. It can be computationally intensive and requires much memory and processing power, which may limit its use in some settings.
2. It may be prone to overfitting if not properly optimized, which can lead to inaccurate predictions.
3. XGBoost requires careful tuning of hyperparameters, which can be time-consuming and may require expert knowledge to optimize.

The computational complexity of XGBoost depends on various factors such as the number of trees, depth of the trees, number of features, and size of the dataset. The time complexity of XGBoost is \( O(n \ast d \ast k) \), where \( n \) is the number of samples, \( d \) is the maximum depth of the tree, and \( k \) is the number of trees. Therefore, increasing the number or depth of the trees can significantly increase the computational complexity. However,
XGBoost is designed to be highly optimized and efficient, and it provides several options for controlling the computational complexity, such as subsampling, regularization, and early stopping. Overall, XGBoost is a relatively fast and scalable algorithm that can handle large datasets and complex models.

Nevertheless, this method is suitable for solving the problem posed in the framework of this study since high prediction accuracy is required. Simultaneously, there is no need to use the proposed model in real-time, so the relatively high computational complexity is not a disadvantage in our case.

3.3. Model Verification Methods

The model accuracy estimate is calculated using mean absolute percentage error:

$$\text{MAPE} = \frac{100\%}{n} \sum_{t=1}^{n} \left| \frac{A_t - F_t}{A_t} \right|,$$

(7)

where $A_t$ is the actual value; $F_t$ is the forecasted value.

MAPE is a commonly used metric for evaluating the accuracy of forecasting models, including those used for infectious disease forecasting. The advantage of using MAPE is that it provides a measure of the relative error of the forecast, which is particularly useful when dealing with time series data that exhibit trends or seasonality. This means that the metric considers the actual values’ magnitude, providing a more accurate representation of the forecasting error.

To assess the forecast of the incidence of COVID-19 for the period of the war, the deviations of the forecast data from the registered statistics were calculated:

$$D = |F_t - A_t|,$$

(8)

where $A_t$ is the actual value; $F_t$ is the forecasted value.

4. Results

4.1. Model Tuning

The XGBoost model was implemented in the Python programming language to verify and adjust the model for predicting the epidemic process of COVID-19. The model’s accuracy was evaluated for 3, 7, 14, 21, and 30 days. Data on morbidity and mortality from COVID-19 in Spain obtained from the World Health Organization COVID-19 Dashboard were used for verification. As a test sample, data on incidence and mortality from COVID-19 in Spain from January 25, 2022, to February 23, 2022, i.e., within 30 days before the start of a full-scale Russian invasion of Ukraine.

Figure 1 presents the results of the retrospective forecast of cumulative new cases of COVID-19 in Spain from January 25, 2022, to February 23, 2022.

Figure 2 presents the results of the retrospective forecast of cumulative deaths of COVID-19 in Spain from January 25, 2022, to February 23, 2022.

Table 2 shows the model accuracy rates for cumulative new cases and deaths of COVID-19 in Spain from January 25, 2022 to February 23, 2022.
Figure 3 presents the results of the retrospective forecast of daily new cases of COVID-19 in Spain from January 25, 2022, to February 23, 2022.

Figure 4 presents the results of the retrospective forecast of daily death cases of COVID-19 in Spain from January 25, 2022, to February 23, 2022.

Table 3 shows model accuracy rates for daily new cases and deaths of COVID-19 in Spain from January 25, 2022 to February 23, 2022.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Duration of forecast (days)</th>
<th>New cases</th>
<th>Death cases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3 days (train)</td>
<td>0.36929 %</td>
<td>0.207202 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 days (test)</td>
<td>0.150603 %</td>
<td>0.133261 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 days (train)</td>
<td>0.393667 %</td>
<td>0.222863 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 days (test)</td>
<td>0.205718 %</td>
<td>0.129178 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 days (train)</td>
<td>0.495801 %</td>
<td>0.27154 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 days (test)</td>
<td>0.654244 %</td>
<td>0.153076 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 days (train)</td>
<td>0.573341 %</td>
<td>0.384405 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 days (test)</td>
<td>1.383668 %</td>
<td>0.159227 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 days (train)</td>
<td>0.67663 %</td>
<td>0.5238 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 days (test)</td>
<td>2.408559 %</td>
<td>0.161292 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5 presents the results of the retrospective forecast of cumulative new cases of COVID-19 in Spain from February 24, 2022, to March 25, 2022.

Figure 6 presents the results of the retrospective forecast of cumulative death cases of COVID-19 in Spain from February 24, 2022, to March 25, 2022.

Tuning and verifying the model on a sample from January 25, 2022, to February 23, 2022, showed high accuracy in forecasting the epidemic process of COVID-19 in Spain for both new and lethal cases.

### 4.2. Experimental Study

In order to assess the impact of a full-scale invasion, forecasts were made for the dynamics of COVID-19 epidemic process in Spain from February 24, 2022, to March 25, 2022, i.e., for the first 30 days of a full-scale Russian invasion of Ukraine.
Table 4 shows model accuracy rates for cumulative new cases and deaths of COVID-19 in Spain from February 24, 2022, to March 25, 2022.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Duration of forecast (days)</th>
<th>New cases</th>
<th>Death cases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3 days (train)</td>
<td>0.007106 %</td>
<td>0.002408 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 days (test)</td>
<td>0.003804 %</td>
<td>0.002171 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 days (train)</td>
<td>0.015247 %</td>
<td>0.004909 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 days (test)</td>
<td>0.00638 %</td>
<td>0.00384 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 days (train)</td>
<td>0.0274 %</td>
<td>0.009304 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 days (test)</td>
<td>0.011209 %</td>
<td>0.00664 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 days (train)</td>
<td>0.038839 %</td>
<td>0.013469 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 days (test)</td>
<td>0.016065 %</td>
<td>0.008685 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 days (train)</td>
<td>0.053692 %</td>
<td>0.019581 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 days (test)</td>
<td>0.022448 %</td>
<td>0.011264 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results of assessing the accuracy of the retrospective forecast of the epidemic process of COVID-19 in Spain, built from February 24, 2022, to March 25, 2022, show the high accuracy of the model’s performance. The accuracy of the forecast has not deteriorated compared to the forecast built from January 25, 2022, to March 25, 2022. This suggests that the forced migration of the Ukrainian population to Spain, caused by the full-scale invasion of Russia, is not a decisive factor affecting the dynamics of the epidemic process of COVID-19 in Spain.
Russia's treacherous attack on Ukraine on February 24, 2022, occurred during the height of COVID-19 pandemic. At this time, the peak incidence of COVID-19 was observed in Ukraine. On February 23, 2022, 25,062 cases were registered. At the same time, vaccination coverage against COVID-19 was low. 36.96% were vaccinated with two doses, and 38.24% with one dose. Children under 12 years of age were not subject to vaccination, and vaccination of children from 12 was allowed only from January 2022. Therefore, the epidemic situation for COVID-19 in the country was unfavorable.

The epidemic situation of COVID-19 in Spain was also tense. The epidemic process of COVID-19, which proceeded in waves at that time, was on the rise in incidence. The maximum incidence was registered in January 2022. On January 12, 2022, the number of cases was 179125. January 2022 was the month with the highest average cases in Spain. In February, the incidence was decreasing on the eve of the Russian-Ukrainian war. On February 23, the daily number of cases was 33,911.

Russia’s aggression led to significant destruction and loss of life and caused massive migration to other regions of Ukraine and abroad. One of the countries where refugees from Ukraine recovered was Spain. According to the Spanish Ministry of the Interior, from March 2022 to mid-July 2022, 130,000 Ukrainian refugees found refuge in Spain [58].

With the beginning of military aggression, the life of Ukrainians changed a lot. In territories subjected to rocket attacks, artillery, and tank shelling, people were forced to hide in shelters, the subway, the basements of houses, and other premises. There was high population overcrowding, and distancing as a measure to contain the spread of the pathogen was not applicable. People have stopped wearing face masks. In the first place was the desire to save one's life under shelling. Insufficient vaccination coverage contributed to the fact that there were many people susceptible to SARS-CoV-2 among people in shelters. All these factors contributed to the intensive circulation of coronavirus among people. People got infected and got sick. However, as a rule, only people with severe forms of the disease applied for medical help, and even then, not consistently. This was because the medical infrastructure was also affected by the war. Many hospitals were destroyed or damaged, and the number of medical personnel decreased due to the death, injury, or evacuation of hospital personnel. Also, in several localities, laboratories stopped working due to the evacuation of personnel and violations of logistics, which limited the possibility of obtaining test systems and testing cases. The population had to seek medical help by phone or the Internet, but the connection was unstable in territories under military attack or temporarily occupied. Thus, there were many sources of COVID-19 infection among the refugees. When leaving territories dangerous to life, people used overcrowded transport in trains heading to the west of the country and carrying several times the number of people exceeding the standards. There were no ventilation and primary sanitary and hygienic conditions. All this also contributed to the intensification of COVID-19 epidemic process.

When traveling to Spain, many COVID-19 restrictions were lifted for Ukrainian refugees. They were allowed to board flights to Spain without the obligatory medical uniform QR code (SpTH) for other passengers. Therefore, it was expected that a new rise in the incidence of COVID-19 would begin in Spain.

However, this did not happen. At the beginning of the migration of refugees from Ukraine to Spain, there was a relatively high coverage of full vaccination of the country's population, which averaged 79.1%, with fluctuations in different territories. Ukrainian refugees were primarily sent to areas where vaccination coverage exceeded the national average. In Spain, strict restrictive measures were in place, people were required to wear masks in public places and transport, non-essential retail outlets were closed, and public events were not held.

Although air passengers from Ukraine were allowed not to have a medical form QR code (SpTH), vaccination certificate, or COVID-19 test results, such passengers were required to undergo a medical check for symptoms of COVID-19. If a passenger showed symptoms of COVID-19, such as fever, nasal congestion, cough, shortness of breath, and headache, etc., they underwent a rapid test for the virus antigen. They applied the Strategy for early detection, surveillance, and control of COVID-19 [59].

Thus, COVID-19 control and prevention measures – distancing, restrictive measures, strict mask regime,
high vaccination coverage of the Spanish population, and barriers to entry into the country were deterrents for circulating COVID-19 pathogen. Despite the high probability of the presence of sources of infection, Ukrainian refugees did not affect the worsening of the epidemic situation in Spain.

The results of modeling and retrospective forecasting of the epidemic process of COVID-19 in Spain confirm the epidemiological analysis and show that the forced migration of Ukrainian citizens caused by Russia’s full-scale military invasion of Ukraine is not a critical factor influencing the dynamics of the incidence of COVID-19.

Conclusions

This study is devoted to an experimental study of the impact of Russia’s military invasion of Ukraine on the dynamics of COVID-19 epidemic process in Spain. For this, a methodology based on the ensemble method of machine learning XGBoost was proposed. Cumulative and daily morbidity and mortality data from COVID-19 in Spain obtained from the World Health Organization COVID-19 Dashboard were used for modeling. Data from January 25, 2022, to February 23, 2022, were used for testing. Data from February 24, 2022, to March 25, 2022, were used for the experimental study.

The scientific novelty of the article is the application of the ensemble machine learning method XGBoost to the modeling of emerging diseases using the example of COVID-19. The experimental results showed high accuracy of the model for various forecasting periods, including a long-term forecast for 30 days. The model was verified using cumulative and daily morbidity and mortality data.

The practical novelty of this study lies in assessing the impact of Russia’s full-scale invasion of Ukraine on the dynamics of COVID-19 in Spain. The modeling results make it possible to substantiate the necessary control measures to curb the epidemic increase in the incidence of COVID-19. The proposed solution can be applied to other territories for which this task is relevant.

The developed model showed the high accuracy of forecasting new cases of COVID-19 in Spain for 30 days, which was 99.79%, and the death cases of COVID-19 in Spain – were 99.86%. The model was applied to data on the incidence of COVID-19 in Spain for the first 30 days of the war escalation (02/24/2022 – 03/25/2022). The calculated forecasted values showed that the forced migration of the Ukrainian population to Spain, caused by the full-scale invasion of Russia, is not a decisive factor affecting the dynamics of the epidemic process of COVID-19 in Spain.
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ОЦІНКА ВПЛИВУ РОСІЙСЬКОЇ ВІЙНИ В УКРАЇНІ 
НА ПЕРЕДАЧУ COVID-19 В ІСПАНІЇ: 
ДОСЛІДЖЕННЯ НА ОСНОВІ МАШИННОГО НАВЧАННЯ

Дмітро Чумаченко, Тетяна Дудкина, 
Тетяна Чумаченко

Пандемія COVID-19 справила значний вплив на світ, викликаючи мільйони інфікувань та смертей, перевантаження систем охорони здоров’я, руйнування економіки та зміну повсякденного життя. Моделювання було визано цінним інструментом у боротьбі з пандемією, що допомагає оцінювати вплив війни та розробляти процеси прийняття рішень. Точність та ефективність моделювання залежать від якості вихідних даних, сукупності та методів моделювання. Постійні зміни впливу війни та відносного підвищення ваги смертей, переобліку і медикаментів та збільшення попиту на невідкладну допомогу.

Метою дослідження є оцінка впливу війни Росії в Україні на поширення COVID-19 в Іспанії з використанням засобів машинного навчання. Об’єктом дослідження є вивчення епідемічного процесу COVID-19 під час війни. Предметом дослідження є моделі та методи моделювання епідемічного процесу на основі машинного навчання. Для досягнення мети дослідження ми використали методи...
прогнозування та побудували модель епідемічного процесу COVID-19 на основі методу XGBoost. В результаті експериментів точність прогнозування нових випадків COVID-19 в Іспанії на 30 днів становила 99,79 %, а летальних випадків від COVID-19 в Іспанії – 99,86 %. Модель застосована до даних про захворюваність на COVID-19 в Іспанії за перші 30 днів після початку ескалacji війни (24.02.2022 – 25.03.2022). Розраховані прогнозні значення показали, що вимушена міграція населення України до Іспанії, спричинена повномасштабним вторгненням Росії, не є вирішальним фактором, що впливає на динаміку епідемічного процесу COVID-19 в Іспанії. Висновки. У статті описані результати експериментального дослідження щодо оцінки впливу повномасштабного вторгнення Росії в Україні на динаміку поширення COVID-19 в Іспанії. Розроблена модель показала хороші результати для використання в практиці охорони здоров'я. Аналіз отриманих результатів експериментального дослідження показав, що вимушена міграція населення України до Іспанії, спричинена повномасштабним вторгненням Росії, не є вирішальним фактором, що впливає на динаміку епідемічного процесу COVID-19 в Іспанії.

Ключові слова: епідемічна модель; епідемічний процес; моделювання епідемії; моделювання; COVID-19; XGBoost, війна.
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